Abstract. The classical modular equations relating Klein-Weber's j(x) to j(bz) can be computed as the composition of two "half-step" equations relating jm(t) and jm{xy/b), where jm is an extended modular function (corresponding to t -> t + y/m , t -► -1/t , et al.). The half-step equations are easily constructed and manipulated in computer algebra. The cases computed here are b prime, m = a (or ab ), gcd(a, b) = 1 , aZ>|30. This includes many cases where the property of "normal parametrization" occurs, which is of interest in class field theory. Extended modular functions have found recent application in group character theory but they arose in the present context as traces at cx> of Hubert modular equations.
INTRODUCTION
In view of the readily available computer algebra systems, the explicit computation of modular equations can be regarded as achieved implicitly by the potential use of resultants of explicit equations. A reasonable objective is to use the simplest structured equations for this purpose. The parametrization (1.2b) is surely easier to grasp than the expanded result (1.2c ).
We propose to extend this process of definition of modular equations through (implicit) elimination of parameters. We shall introduce "half-step" modular transformations (denoted in §3 by f(u, z) = 0). They involve auxiliary functions where symbolically the transition x -> Nx seems to be broken into two steps, each resembling " x -> y/Ñx." The required auxiliary functions are extended modular functions defined as jn(t) in §3 below. They are the global uniformizing parameters (Hauptmoduln) of certain extended modular groups. The exact result is given in the Main Theorem of §4 below.
The parametrization of cases of genus zero is explored further for evidence of "normal parametrization" (used in class field theory [8] ).
Extended modular functions and groups
The parametrization process requires equations of genus zero, but there is a reduction process for handling higher genus (see [10, Ch.5 , §3], [6] ). To this end, we define "extended modular functions."
The traditional Klein modular group Y operates on H+ , the upper-half wplane so as to preserve j(w). For a given N eZ+ ,we next define Y°(N), the subgroup of T which keeps j(w/N) as well as j(w) invariant. Then Y°(N) has an extension YC(N), which was discovered by Fricke and Bessel-Hagen [11] in 1929 and proved by Atkin and Lehner [1] in 1970 to be (within equivalence) the maximal discrete normal extension group of Y°(N) in SL2(R). In particular, YC(N) is a collection of sets of matrices ST (over Z) indexed by T, a divisor of N restricted to primary factors, i.e., It can be verified (see [6] ) that if MT e ST and My e Sv , then MTMV e Sv , where V =2 TU (equivalent modulo square factors). Thus, each Mj e S\, so that if there are v (> 1) distinct prime factors in N, it follows that (2.5) |P(/V)/r°(7V)| = 2".
In order to standardize these groups for differing values of N, it is useful to make the change of notation (2.6) w = y/Ñx (T6//+), so from now on in (2.2) the transformation of St is modified to read (2.7) r< = él±Aal.
Cxy/Ñ + D
The special transformations of (2.3) are now (2.8) {t' = x + SÑ} e Si, {t' = -1/t} e SN, and the isometric form of (2.7) is T (r' " c7ñ) {z+c7ñ) = -: NC2
The use of x calls for the local uniformizing parameter at oo : (2.10) r = exp2nix/VÑ.
The notation adopted here permits a certain uniformity in the ubiquitous role of t' = -1/t , useful in the interaction of different orders N. We finally introduce the notation (2.11) yn = P(/v), now viewed as a group acting on the upper-half r-plane. We shall consider only cases where Yn is of genus zero. There are 64 such N (> 1). The last is 119, and first exception is N = 37 (see [6] The proofs are classical. Lemma 2.12 is proved analogously to the case zV = 1, where YN*Q reduces to T°(ß) in the usual terminology (see [5, Ch.10, §2] ). Lemma 2.13 follows from the removal of k generators {St, T\Q} in YN.
Modular equations and their Riemann surfaces
The global uniformizing parameter jN(x) for YN can be constructed by classical methods based on the Dedekind eta function 00 (3.1a) rj(x) = qx/24Y[(l-qh), q = exp2nix
h=l (see [6, 9] ), for (at least) those small zV (factors of 30 ) which figure into the current computation. In practice, we simplify the computation by use of the function
The relevant formulas are summarized in Table I , as well as the elliptic generators and fixed points of the fundamental domains. Also the values of jn are given at these points (noted later in Table II) . We note that Jn(t) is the familiar Klein-Weber modular function for zV = 1 and the Hecke modular function (see [8] ) for N = 2 and 3 . (For these cases alone, the relations (2.8) suffice to define YC(N).) There is a "free" parameter in the choice of jn(*) , namely an additive constant, but (compare [12] ), there seems to be no convenient universal criterion of choice (short of just omitting the constant)! In general the constant is chosen (ad lib) so as to make the values at the elliptic points small or to make coefficients of later modular equations small (see Table II ).
We now consider the Riemann surface generated by any function element u(z) defined implicitly (by elimination of x ) from the relation between u = jab(t) and z = ja(tvOE), with (say) a, b e Z+ . Clearly, the relation is multivalued. For instance, from x -> -1/x it is seen that (ja(-\fb/x) = ) ja^/v^b) is another value of z for the same u. There are only a finite number of branches since the invariance groups YC(N) are of finite extensions of Y. We specialize the choice of a, b for simplicity and find the equation of this Riemann surface: Likewise, the right-hand branching produces the two relations
Of course the relations (3.5c) include (3.5b) and lead to a Newton polygon dominating f(u, z) and given by the terms:
Classical modular equations as resultants of half-step modular equations
We now can exhibit the polynomial relation for the Case a V b (in Theorem 3.2) as a half-step modular equation f(u, z):=ub+x + z2 -zub + (co + d0z) + (cx +dxz)u + ■ ■ ■ + (cb_x + db_xz)ub-x + cbub = 0, which connects the function elements of (3.2b). For example,
so by iteratively transforming from z to u and u to z (= Z) again, we have a relation between 7a("r) and ja(bx), i.e., a modular equation:
Likewise, starting the cycle with u , we again have a modular equation,
The application of the factor y/b twice in (4.2) leads to the designation "halfstep" for each application. The correspondences in (4.2) are multivalued, so it is necessary to count conjugates. To begin with, as an iteration (4.2) provides z (or «) with 2(b+1) conjugate values of Z (or U resp.), which we can now enumerate. The proof consists of a trace of branches of the trees in (3.2b). To illustrate, look at the special branches of u -> z, z -> U given by
These branches on composition become part of (4.4c), namely (4.5b) (u=)jab(x) -(U=)jab(r + kjf)(k = 0,-,b-l).
The case k = 0 of course is one of the two components of u = U in (4.4c). o/"(4.3b) as follows:
The Newton polygon terms are deduced from (4.4b) and (4 Ad) as follows: 5.1. Half-step polynomials. First we calculate the polynomial f(u, z) of (4.1) for Table II . We need to know the Laurent expansions up to 0(r2b+x) (in the parameter r = exp2nix/y/a), namely The ki and K, of course come from Table I , which is valid up to rx0 (for b = 5).
Then we can view (4.1) as a quadratic equation in z with the roots z> = z(r) (as in (5.1a)) and z2 = z(rb) (derived by r -+ rb ). Next we consider the symmetric root functions (using the unknowns c,, d¡), (5.1b) z\ + z2 = ub-d0-dxu-db_xub~x, (5.1c) zxz2 = ub+x +c0 + cxu + ■■■ + cb_xub~x +cbub.
These equations are now known from (5.1a) to 0(rb+x) (after the cancellation of l/rb+x on both sides in (5.1c) ). In each of (5.1bc) we expand both sides as Laurent series in r and compare coefficients of r~' to obtain equations for the c¡ and d¡ (in descending order of the subscripts).
Discriminants and parametrizations.
The genus of the curve f(u, z) = 0 is determined by the z-discriminant of the quadratic equation z = z(u) which it implies. In those cases where the genus is zero, a parametrization z(t), u(t) is given in Table II . The parametrization is standardized by the symmetry t -> 1/t in the rational (quadratic) function u(t). The case 1 V 5 is the only one where a radical ( V^ ) occurs. Also the roots of the z-discriminant are values of (u =)jab at special points, which include the elliptic points of its fundamental domain (and likewise for the roots of the H-discriminant and ja ). In fact, in Table I and j(2x) !)
The singular moduli, or the roots Z = z and U = u are also listed in Table  II . Historically, these values were the objective in computing modular equations (see [5, Ch.ll]).
Normal parametrization
It is natural to ask which properties of the polynomial f(u, z) in (4.1) characterize a half-step modular equation. A partial answer is a normalization property first used in [8] for traditional modular equations related to class field theory.
When f(u, z) is of genus zero, it can be parametrized as u = u(t), z = z(t). The modular equation in (4.3b) is not just a transition from (u, z) to (U, z), because if we write U = u(t*), z = z(t*), it is a transition from t to t* (but note z(t) = z(t*) ). Under certain conditions we can choose t* so that (as before) u(t*) = U, but z(t*) = Z ^ z(t). Hence, (u, z) with parameter t shall be transformed (below) into a completely different (U, Z) with parameter t*, satisfying f(U,Z) = 0. The transition t -* t* is a simplification of the modular relations (4.3ab) between u and U (or z and Z).
We shall use notation like " f(u) " to denote the degree n (maximum exponent of u ) in a rational function f(u).
6.1. Definition of normal parametrization. An irreducible (polynomial) equation of genus zero, (6.1a) /(«,") = 0, with n > 2 is said to be normally parametrized in (say) u if, first of all, the usual birational parametrization holds: n m (6.1b) u = u(t), z = z(t).
Suppose further that for any given t and z(t) we can regard (6.1a) as an equation in u, with one root assuredly u(t) but with other roots {"7,, 1 < i < n -1}
(£/, t¿ u(t)) satisfying
Normal parametrization will (by definition) require that the roots {£/,•} can be parametrizable further in (say) s as
The n -1 roots s, of t = t(s) are then parameters in U, = U(s¡).
We use the new variable 5 for the transition from the old parameter t for the point (u(t), z(t)) to the new parameter t* for one of the conjugate points (U(s), z(t)). In fact, from (6.1b) and (6.Id), the transition t -+ t* comes from the determination of t* in (6.2a) u(f) -U(s) = 0, which must factor into n rational factors linear in t*. Hence (6.2a) must produce n (rational) determinations of t*(s). Only one of these functions preserves z(t*) = z(t), so we take any one of the other n-l. Thus, we are defining (U, Z) ( Z / z(t) ) at the parameter (6.2b) f = t*Cs\ 6.4. Theorem on normal parametrization from Table III . Where f(u, z) has the pattern of singularities of a V 2, i.e., with dominant terms (6.4a) f(u,z) = u3 -u2z + z2 + ■■■ , the only cases of normal parametrization are given (esssentially) in terms of one parameter a. Where f(u, z) has the pattern of singularities of a V 3, i.e., with dominant terms (6.4b) f(u,z) = u* + z2-u3z + ---, the only cases of normal parametrization over R are given (essentially) in terms of one parameter a. Both of the above cases lead to pure iteration. Finally, the case 1 V 5 is authenticated as normally parametrized (but not with pure iteration). Case a V 2 : In view of the behavior at oo inferred from (6.4a) we must start with two parameters a and ß . They are used in such a fashion that as t -► oo, z « u2, and as t -> 0, z « u :
Proceeding, as in the definition (and omitting routine steps in computer algebra), we obtain /(«, z) as the i-resultant of (6.5a) with parameters a and ß . Likewise, we compute R(U, t) from (6.1c), and we next calculate the discriminant
where F is some rational function of t (with parameters a, ß ). This will lead to a nonuniformizable (elliptic) curve unless (ßt + 1) divides the last factor, possible only if a = ß . Thus, now, (6.5c) U -disc (R) = ta\at + 4)-F2, which leads to the uniformization t(s). The parameters are in Table III , and the familiar cases " 1 v 2 " ( a = 4 ) and " 3 V 2 " ( a = 2 ) are also shown.
Case a V 3 : Similarly, we must start with three parameters used in such a fashion that as t -► oo , z « zz3, and as / -> 0, z « u:
Once again, we define f(u, z) and R(U, t), this time with a, ß, and y as parameters. We know again that for further parametrization there must be a square discriminant, which we calculate as before: To have a perfect square, dx\d2, thus (6.6c) t-resultant (dx, d2): = I6ßx4(-ay+ a2 + ß2)4 = 0.
So we substitute ß2 = ay -a2 and ask when the polynomial dx2 = d2/dx is a perfect square. Thus, dx2 = 3a6t4-6a5t4y+l6a5t3 + 3a4t4y2-34a4t3y + 30a4t2
(6.6d) + 18a¥y2 -76a3t2y + 32a3? + 45a2y2t2 -90ya2t + 21a2 + 54ay2t -54ay + 21y2 , which is a perfect square only when (6.6e) r-disc(dx2) : = 256(-9y + 10a)2(-v + a)2(-y + 2a)2(2a -3y)4a14 = 0.
There are four possible relations in a and y as seen by the factors. The second is degenerate ( y = a, ß = 0 ) and the last two lead to ß imaginary, so we are left with (6.6f) y = 10a/9, ß = a/3.
The parameters again are in Table III , and the only familiar case is " 1 V 3 " (a = 9). Case 1 V 5 : Here "icosahedral" techniques enter which are computationally much more difficult, and no requirement for parametrization can be established at this point. We content ourselves with a reference to [2] , where the iterative parameters have been already calculated and are summarized in Table III. (Note  the variable / of Table II is changed to -y/Ï25/t in Table III mostly for the convenience of removing \/5).
Concluding remarks
This work would not have been possible without the intensive use of Taylor series, discriminants, resultants, and polynomial factorization all in multivariate mode. The system used was MAPLE for the Sun Workstation.
The immediate context in which the half-step modular equation arose was that of the Hilbert modular equations for Q(v/2) and for QJv^). Without burdensome details (see [3, 7] ) we can make the analogy that the transformation " x -* 2x " becomes (7.1a) Q(v/2): (t,t') --((2 + vp2)x, (2 -V2)x'), (2 ± V2)2 = 2 ■ (unit) ; (7.1b) Q(v-3): (t,0 -, ((\ + y/3)r,(l-V3)r'),
(1 ± v^)2 = 2 • (unit).
Thus, the transformation for Hilbert modular equations is intrinsically "halfstep." This is seen explicitly. While the modular equations in one variable x are curves, the modular equations in two variables (t , t') are two-dimensional varieties in four-space. As such they have trace curves at oo which are half-step curves. For instance, Q(-\/2) leads to Case 1V2 (see [4] ), while Q(v^3) is more complicated. The latter has a curve at oo with two branches denoted (see [7] )
by " D* ", which is Case 1 V 2 again, and " D ", which is Case 3 V 2.
If the modular equations in two variables can also be built out of infinite behavior (like singularities) then these modular equations would also be easier to compute.
As often before, we must acknowledge our debt to John McKay for his advice on many details and for his unrelenting advocacy (see [12] ) of extended modular functions as a tool for group characters. We also thank the referees for valuable suggestions.
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